


We define ‘the tender’ as pockets of love in 
places you don’t expect. Sharing fruit, light 
coming in through the curtains, the first time 
you hold hands; that kind of thing.

Doghouse Press is a 
literary journal that 
specialises in the tender.
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Again, this morning like every mornings, I rolled
up the rug, mat, curtain, blanket & mattress alike, packing
myself up from this blood-invaded abode, but unlike before I
do not have to crawl to end of the wall             tearing the tips,
bit.           by.             bit.                                   
          searching
for bits of sanity left from yesteryears; from mysteries
of Paul Garrett
this is not what home used to look like, with smells of rotten
worries flying around, aloft & akin to their wings are tiny
spots, patterns, of dolour & oh! this is not home at all, it is an 
aɪ-ɛs-əʊ centre                             with no titles or tittles              only    
             symphonies reverberating
             laced in fine strips of the currency
             baba brought home yesternight
             layered in seven folds, seven c(all)ours
still awaiting the
structures & sculptures & strictures & scriptures
but right before I sleep, dear doc what I am asking—

OLAITAN HUMBLE

Portrait of a Boy as a Clock  
on the Wall
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four    mattresses fitted into each of my
four    heart chambers. . . 

legs widened
               arms stretched
               but eyes still open 
               with a million wars
               ongoing in the belly
               now the mattresses waltz from the 
                                                                                 righties
        to the
  lefties
                remembering every step
                taken to the land of Nod.
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Haunting the walls of our home
like 2 lost souls, we were
2 lonely trees in a field
standing high above all,
gazing in wonder at the world below:
“Look at how alive they are!” you’d say,
with awe. “Someday I want to shine
just like them.”
But did you ever think of looking back, at me,
seeing me reach out to you, and realizing
that together we could’ve shone brighter
than the sun itself?
We could’ve been gods in love, but you were content with the lightless  
     burning.
It made you feel alive enough
(enough to leave me behind).
I hope that when you look back on it all,
it burns to the ground.

FINCH CARDALE

Lonely August
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Be loud with your love.
Scream your light into existence.
Don’t let your clouds overshadow you.
Laugh like there’s no tomorrow.
Be fucking unapologetic.
Rise up everyday. without fail. Don’t let winter shake your bones.
Let people feed off your warmth. Don’t be stingy.
Know that every time you hit rock bottom is a new beginning in disguise.
Be someone’s guiding light. Lead people home.

NAYNA MINDA

HOW TO BE THE HUMAN SUN
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Two pigeons in 
The bower of  a
 Laburnum  tree
Bill and coo
While the night 
Provides stars 
As if  they had 
Been reserved
Just for these two.

BERNARD PEARSON

From my garden chair I see
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 this is what i mean when i say magic       handbreadth 
like my neck     i want to be  a trick of the eye, small 
enough to fit in the circumference of your broad hands    yes  
 hold me like a feather        like a magic trick  in 
the palm of your hand        the dead rabbit 
held by the ears     writhing, twitching      bloody, beautiful       a 
 sleight of hand      there and not      a disappearing act      
transformation into a hundred dead crimson doves       cut myself 
in  two perfect halves         metamorphosis from one 
imperfect whole         yes     make me from something i am not 
 that’s magic      the thrill of danger         trust and fantasy
     deception-as-performance        a body as captivating as a trick

MINH LE

palming
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TWO BOYS HOLDING HANDS UNDER THE BLANKET OF DARK 
IN THE BACK OF MY FATHER’S CAR, WANTING TO FEEL THE 
AFFECTION MORE THAN THE VIOLENCE. IN THE SECRECY OF 
NIGHTTIME IT FEELS POSSIBLE. WE CALL OUT EACH OTHER’S 
NAMES IN AN ABANDONED PLAYGROUND IN THE RAIN. THE 
WORLD AS WE KNOW IT WILL NOT CALL BACK TO US, BUT WE 
ECHO. MY NAME SOUNDS LIKE EUPHORIA FROM YOUR MOUTH. 
THE RAIN STICKS TO YR HAIR STICKS TO YR GENTLE FACE AND 
YOU LOOK INTO ME WITH YR GENTLE EYES AND FOR THE FIRST 
TIME I AM SEEN. YOU ARE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING IN ME 
THAT I AM LOOKING FOR IN YOU. YOU SHOW ME THE SCARS FROM 
WHEN YOU JUMPED OFF YR BED AND BROKE YR ARM AND WHERE 
THE BONES FUSED BACK TOGETHER AND I SAY IT IS AS MUCH A 
PART OF YOU AS YR NAME. YOU SHOW ME THAT WE WILL HEAL 
IN TIME AND YOU MIGHT BE THERE ONE DAY TO HOLD ME IN 
THE LIGHT, UNHESITANTLY IN YR HANDS. I CAN IMAGINE A 
SHIRTLESS FUTURE. I CAN IMAGINE WE ARE NOT CONDEMNED 
FOR WEARING OUR CLOTHING INSIDE OUT AND BACKWARDS. 
YOU TALK OF A FUTURE SO BEAUTIFUL THAT WE WILL BE 
UNABLE TO MOURN THE PAST.

MINH LE

summrluvr
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pulled out these huge oranges
from my pockets
at twilight 
like magic
on the steps of the back porch —
this is how i know you,
know how many times we can say
i care for you
by peeling to expose the sunny flesh,
split it in hemispheres,
sucking the juice out of each segment,
soft bellied, filled to the brim,
almost falling asleep
dimly lit
on the back porch
together.
sweet drops of the
huge florida orange
run down to our elbows.
a love language running down 
like veins on our arms
our sweet citrusy blood.
it turns into ambrosia.

MINH LE

love language
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Love is in the apples of your cheeks, 
rosacea, freckled peach fuzz - 
laughter lines matching the creases in your palms
felt by kind fingers studying wrinkles, 
the curve of your hand.
Kiss each tooth with your tongue,
feel where one was 
lost at the bottom of the pool and
remember how the chlorine tasted.

Love is in the orange juice on your chin
and a thumb, sticky from wiping it away.
Fluff found in your hair from a stolen jumper.
Remember the letters, the ink stains, 
the papercut. Tongue grazing the lip
of an envelope to seal it. It is in each
knuckle counted over and over, in the light pink
of your nail beds and the bitten cuticles.

BIFF PEARSON

Measuring Life in Coffee Spoons
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Love is in the sweat on your upper
lip in 30° heat, the homespun salt crystals
dripping from your temples. Sea waves making
their place in your hair and the hot shower
washing them back to the shore. Remember
noon time tan lines traced in-between white sheets
and feel the cool grapes, glassy
purple like the violet flower 
tucked behind your left (or was it right) ear.

Love is in erubescent cherries 
from the tree in your back garden, the soil 
in the tomato pots in the greenhouse. 
Remember pinky fingers overlapping (when
in close enough proximity) and a flustered
smile that makes a checked shirt and 
jean shorts look like lingerie.
Twin grins in glossy sunlight.

Now, love is in the deep brown of your penultimate coffee;
I remember your hands in your pockets at the doorway.
Time is an origami swan. I relive the past like the present
on each crisp fold.
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Outside the ward, an abandoned breakfast tray is set baw-ways on the 
catering trolley. A white-coat skirts around the panting woman, briefly 
making contact with her shoulder. A wasp see-saws on the edge of a 
doll-sized honey jar, suckling greedily from the golden rivulets. The 
woman pushes off the tiled wall, smooth as a swimmer’s flip-turn and 
now she is streamlining, freestyling, towards the picture window at the 
end of the corridor. The Great Sugarloaf rises through a halo of mauve. 
Rises majestic, more majestic and in her mind she forms the word 
‘majestickest’. She mouths the word again and again. The mountain 
moves to her. Around its shoulders, a collar of buttery gorse—steadfast 
attendant to faraway seed pods splitting apart. 

JesusMaryAnd—
Toast will make you whole again
Sacred iliac.

NUALA ROCHE

Haibun for Iseult’s Birth
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he stomps his boots to make footprints
runs his trucks—dumper, loader, bulldozer, roller
tracks through the fresh snow
I follow them 
out of my darkness, back
to where the morning light shines 
on his smiling face

CLAIRE TAYLOR

Tracks
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My brother and his new wife processed from the ballroom
And hotfooted it to the basement where they cut 
Lines of coke on a long table and snorted them while
We waited upstairs, those in the receiving line
Nudging each other as whispers were delivered with a nervous shrug
from best man to my father, and then me: They were getting high.
They’d be along shortly. It was their day, they were
Young and who knew when they’d have this opportunity 
Again.  Soon there’d be kids, a mortgage. We indulged 
them, the prerogative of youth.  The rockstar, the summer

I met him, probably didn’t know where his career was
Going. If he did, would he have been at his friend’s crappy
Housewarming, talking to strangers, a friend of his old 
Housemate from three summers past. I knew it,
That he was destined for greatness, so I blushed when
He asked who I needed to call (it was my mother): the last time
I blushed it was in front of a priest, because I’d fumbled some
Verbal exchange, some ritual I should’ve known better. And 
Now, consecrated and talking to my idol, I did it again.

MATT DUBE

YOUNG INDULGENTS
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If he noticed, he didn’t say anything. He didn’t know
He held the keys now, the power to bind and the power
To loose. All of us, we paid this tax to youth
And were glad to do it, even me, younger than
Those indulged. And what did they do with that
Liberty, to stumble, to flame out, to let everything
That might happen to them happen? They fell
Into the predictable patterns, they showed us
Our reasons for acting the straight part were
Justified, by our fear to fail like they did.

This is not leading to anything. This is
What everything has been leading to.
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       cut out my vocal cords and place them in a jar
next to turmeric and dried chilis in a kitchen cupboard. 
       october seeps cold underneath my loose, barely-fit skin,
so i ask for something to undo me, and so you slip me out of my cloaks,
       press quiet heat into me with slow-boiled broths and whistles of steam. 
pinch ground pepper into the pot and ladle drops on my palm to taste.
       i am not in third-person under the weight of your hands, 
only tangible, only limbs and mouth and warmth.  
       the songs which echo inside hollowed, dry glass are all about you,
and sometimes they leak out. forgive me. you pin a kiss to the inside of my wrist
       and loosen the lid.

KAVI KSHIRAJ

kitchen lovesong
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in the clear shallow 
 water of Millard stream, 
 I kneel to their mute
truth. 
 You’ll get warts my mother says. 
 
I go after school while 
 she is at work. I like to crouch 
  between the sky arch & 
awkward 
 stream & let the tadpoles nibble my 
 
fingers, even if I 
 get warts. I know something
   they don’t. They will 
lose 
 their tails & become frogs, jump 
 
from the silky river 
 bottom to the rocks. The elms 
  on the river edge, crackle

LYNN FINGER

When Tadpoles Slide Over  
my Fingers
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 the sky.  
 They have bumps too on their thick 
 
bark. I think they must 
 have kissed many tadpoles & loved many 
  frogs in their lives.  You can be with
 tadpoles 
 just as they are, not like background muzak 
  
or a walled off river,
 but as eyes & ears in our hands. Soft, 
  makes it easy to 
breathe.
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I find the last room in the last 
 hotel in this heat wave. It’s best
  to have the last of anything,
it means you have life figured 
 out, you’re in right place
  at the right time. This is where 
you & I met, first job out of high school: 
 make coffee, clean lobby.
  We kissed & knew, but 
no one else knew about us two. 
 We played like only forgotten 
  creatures play & we were 
overlooked by everyone: only 
 in a vacuum of unconcern can 
  anything good happen. 
We got the last of the Danish 
 that day you left. We cut ties, 
  autumn’s copper glow 
on the high-tailed road. The hotel disappeared. 
 Once, you put your hand 
  to my chin. 

LYNN FINGER

Heat Wave Confessional
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What is your most proud hell? 
 you asked. Hope. Hope 
  is a warm-skinned 
wind that takes the sun to the sky, 
 leaves it there. Gets the last of the 
  light before the
stars take it all.
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Daddy’s got duck-tape around his shoes and the roof is leaking.
I’m so mad at perspective, places, and politics my sinew swells from violence.
I like a cup of coffee to the point where my life’s a disaster.
Tension headache.
Eyes like cherry gum balls.
Chicken lime soup on the stove.
I’m able to laugh now when they say things they shouldn’t.
And that orange blossom butterfly bush is always available when I’m sad or   
     stoned.
Our house under a canopy of storm.
Love quakes under the cracks.
My brother tells me I’ll miss the journey.
I can’t wait for him to be right.

JULIET LAUREN

Rainy moonglow and lime soup
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I named my dog Cerberus because of his three heads. Because of his 
three heads I invested in three chewing toys dedicated to proper dental 
upkeep, as opposed to manually brushing the teeth of all three heads. 
All three heads get their own leash that I’ve tied together at the base 
with enough slack so each head has enough space. Each head has enough 
space in the extra-large bed I built, I sewed two dog beds together and 
made a point not to make comments like “sewn together kinda like you 
three” out of fear that any of them understand me. Out of fear that 
any of them understand me I put them up for adoption in hopes their 
home could be with someone braver. Someone braver sicked a three 
headed dog on me but I was wrong to be afraid they’d understand me. 
I was wrong to be afraid they’d understand me but glad to see they 
remembered me. They remembered me, all three heads. Cerberus.

NOAH FARBERMAN

I Named My Dog Cerberus
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FINCH CARDALE (they/them) is a young neurodivergent (and very 
inexperienced) writer who wants to know as much as possible about 
themselves and the world around them. They usually keep their work 
private, so you can’t find them online.

MATT DUBE’s poems have appeared in Interstice, Westchester Review, 
a punk-themed anthology from Kissing Dynamite, and elsewhere. He 
teaches creative writing and American lit at a small mid-Missouri 
university, but most years he drifts back to see his family on the East 
Coast. He reads submissions for the online lit mag Craft. 

NOAH “NOAH FARBERMAN” FARBERMAN (He/Him) is 
a Toronto writer and comedian. Noah has been published by Storm 
Cellar, Blank Spaces, Raven Review, Rabid Oak, Perhappened, Pink Plastic 
House, and Long Con. Currently, Noah studies Creative Writing at the 
University of Toronto Scarborough Campus. Noah is @Jewish_Slater on 
Instagram and @NoahFarr on Twitter.

LYNN FINGER’s poetry has appeared in Night Music Journal, 
Ekphrastic Review, MineralLitMag, Feral, 8Poems, Perhappened, and 
is forthcoming in Drunk Monkeys. Lynn is an editor at Harpy Hybrid 
Review and works with a group that mentors writers in prison. Twitter: 
@sweetfirefly2 and @harpyhybrid. Instagram: @lynmichf. Website: 
lynnfinger.weebly.com 
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OLAITAN HUMBLE is a Nigerian poet and pacifist who likes to 
collect quotations and astrophotos. He won the People’s Choice Award 
at EW Poetry Prize Awards 2020. He is Poetry Editor for The Lumiere 
Review and his work appears recently in Luna Luna, Madness Muse Press, 
Doubleback Review and The Bitchin’ Kitsch. Twitter: @olaitanhumble.

KAVI KSHIRAJ is a queer, Indo-American poet found in New Jersey. 
They spend time on hobbies such as writing, D&D, and their various 
identity crises.

JULIET LAUREN is an emerging writer who also runs an artistic 
focused Youtube channel. Her work has appeared in Ghost City Press, 
SkyIsland Journal, and High Shelf Press among others. She wakes up angry 
in a land of palm trees and strip malls. For more information on her work 
you can visit her website https://www.julietlauren.com/ Instagram: jadore.
mon.amour, YouTube: Juliet Lauren, Twitter: jadoremonamourr. 

MINH LE (they/them) is a queer poet from ON, Canada. Their work 
is featured in issues of Fever Dreams Magazine, VISIO Magazine, and 
Detester Magazine. More of their work can be found on Instagram  
@hnnymilk

She is NAYNA MINDA. She believes that poetry should make sense 
to oneself before anyone else. She loves taking naps, and you can catch 
her thinking of a poem idea while doing literally anything during the day. 
Instagram: @naynawrites.
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BERNARD PEARSON: His work appears in many publications, 
including; Aesthetica Magazine, The Edinburgh Review, Crossways, The 
Gentian, Nymphs, The Poetry Village, Beneath The Fever, The Beach Hut 
Little Stone. In 2017 a selection of his poetry ‘In Free Fall’ was published 
by Leaf by Leaf Press. In 2019 he won second prize in The Aurora Prize 
for his poem Manor Farm. Twitter: @benardperso19. 

BIFF PEARSON is a queer non-binary poet living between Sheffield 
and Norwich. They have been writing poetry for as long as they 
remember and over the years has developed a tendency to write about 
human connection. In their poems, they like to focus on the small things 
that create big feelings, as that is often what they are drawn to and 
inspired by in life. Instagram: @thecloudsarecloud, or @biffcreatives. 
Twitter: @cloudsarecold. 

NUALA ROCHE lives in Ireland. She was awarded Dromineer 
Festival’s First Poetry prize in 2016. A year later her chapbook, Fish-
Speak, was published and was Highly Commended in the Patrick 
Kavanagh Competition. A first play, Bridie, premiered at The Watergate 
Theatre Kilkenny. She is a recipient of an Artlinks Bursary for poetry 
film. Her prose has been published in The Cormorant broadsheet and 
her poems in eight of Kilkenny Arts Office’s annual Poetry Broadsheet. 
Twitter: @RocheNuala

CLAIRE TAYLOR (she/her) writes primarily about motherhood and 
mental health. Her work has appeared or is upcoming in Capsule Stories, 
Versification, Emerge Literary Journal, and more. She is the creator of 
Little Thoughts, a monthly newsletter of original writing for kids. She 
lives in Baltimore, MD, and online at clairemtaylor.com, Twitter  
@ClaireM_Taylor, and Instagram @todayweread.
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